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Virtual worlds

• This talk is a designer’s take on 

community in virtual worlds

– Also known as:

• Mmorpgs

• Mmogs

• Persistent worlds

• Muds

• About a dozen more…

• Do you want a quick introduction to 

virtual worlds, or do you already know

what they are?
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community

• If virtual worlds have players, they 

have comMunity

• communities are not mere RANDOM, 
AMORPHOUS blobs, though!

– They have shape

– They have direction

• This talk considers the influence that 

designers of virtual worlds can have 

on the communities that arise in them

– And that’s arise, not emerge…

Why (1)

• Why would a designer want to influence 

their player community?

• Ok, well here’s a real-life community:
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Why (2)

• Here’s another:

differences

• Communities all have some things In 

comMon

– They’re all made up of people

– There are recurrent levels of community

• However, they do have difFerences

– some types of community are betTer for a 

given virtual world than are others

• What’s more, Designers get a say

regarding what kinds of community arise

– This is Whether they want it or not
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whence community

• Designers influence their communities in 

three ways:

– Through the physics of the virtual world

– Through the metaphysics of the virtual 

world

– Through the culture of the virtual world

• I’m going to go through these in turn

– But first…

• Important: designers can’t design

communities!

A metaphor

• What designers can do is a bit like 

lighting a fire

– You hope it’ll burn how you think it will 

burn, but you can’t teLl it how to burn

• Designers create the initial conditions

– these define the boundaries of the 

poSsible

• They can also create constraints

– these make some of the otherwise possible 

imposSible
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Initial conditions

• Without constraints, you hope to be 

happy however things turn out

• you want what you get

constraints

• With constraints, you hope to be happy 

because things turned out as plaNned

• you get what you want
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dialectic

• There’s an ongoing dialectic among 
virtual world designers here

• Do you have no constraints, confident that 
whatever communities arise as a 
result of the initial conditions will be ones 
of which you approve?

– Even if you can’t foresEe them?

• Do you have constraints so you only 
get the communities you’re expecting?

– Even though the unforesEen ones might be 
betTer?

physics

• Ok, well let’s explore how designers can 

affect community through their design

• The first way they can do it is through 

physics

• The physics of a virtual world defines 

what the “laws of nature” are

– Not the “laws of the land”!

• Example: if you can comMunicate with 

other players in-game, that would use the 

game’s physics
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Communication (1)

• Communication is the basis of community

• Best is freeform, where you can say 

whatever you like with no restrictions

• Not alL virtual worlds aLlow this

• toontown

Communication (2)

• Communication’s properties affect what 

community develops

– Range of communication

– Degree of privacy

– Broadcast versus point-to-POINT

– Communication chaNnels

• Speech

• Emotes

• Beating people with sharp, heavy objects…

• More on this shortly!
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Levels of community

• There are different levels of community

• Games designers use the following:

– coMmunication

– Community of interest

– Community of practice

– Community of commitment

– Spiritual community

• A Community can only deepen if its 

members can act together

– luckily, virtual worlds have lots of action!

actions

• Designers can therefore affect the kind of 

community they get by providing content

that can more easily be solved by 

communities possessing certain (desirable) 

features

• This is a form of evolution

– Survival of the fiTtest

• The designer gets to define what 

“fittest” means

– That which fits the design!
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Demo time

• Do we have time for a demonstration of 

community in action?

• Things to watch out for:

– High use of jargon

– Strong degree of co-Operation

– The degree of plaNning involved

– Where an over-developed sense of community 

can get you…

What architects know

• the real environment shapes real community

– “why are the british so tolerant?”

– “why are tower blocks such soulless places?”

• When architects design new estates, they 

always consider what kind of coMmunity

to foster

– Nowadays, It’s Inconceivable that they wouldn’t

• The same strictures apply to designers of 

virtual worlds

• A virtual environment shapes virtual

community
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Passive and active

• So, designers can influence community 

development by:

– Providing coMmands that can be used in 

community-building ways

– provision of goals and activities that 

select some community forms over others

• This is called paSsive physics

– Community arises consequent on it

• We also have active physics

– also known as metaphysics

metaphysics

• Active physics codes community-building 

tools directly into the virtual world

• Example: guilds

– Private communication chaNnel

– Guild house

– Ownership of property

– Management structure

– Management tOols

• Built in to the physics

– Unlike with the real world!
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metaphysics

• Different approaches give different results

• Example: if a fireball can kill members 

of your own side, that raises the level of 

trust members must have in each other

• Designers can decide how much of this 

stuff to implement or leave out

– Although there are some generic, independent 

tools available now

– Designers Can also decide what oFfline

administrative support to give guild leaders

culture

• The third way that designers can 

influence community is through culture

• Note: culture itself can be affected by 

passive or active physics

• Culture is the most important way to 

design for community

– I’m therefore going to spend the most time 

talking about it

• Or at least say most words on the subject…
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What I hope to show

• A Virtual world’s culture affects its 
players’ behaviour

• Much of this culture comes from that 
imported by its early players

• However, Designers do have significant 
influence on their virtual world’s culture, 
through its design

– CoroLlary (not discussed here): while they 
are designing their virtual world, designers 
should account for what its final culture 
will be, given its likely starting population

Whence culture?

• The Culture of a virtual world is shaped 
by 3 factors:

– what players bring with them from 

elsewhere

• The real world or other Virtual Worlds

– The design of the virtual world

• people are more open in Virtual Worlds because of 
the pseudonymity these afford, not because 
they come from some more open part of real-
world society

– The culture of the Virtual World itself

• Generation to generation – yes, it’s a recursive 
definition
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Rw culture

• Outside the virtual world, culture comes 

from factors beyond designers’ control

– Except that virtual worlds, as a cultural phenomenon, 

can have some effect

• Arrows suggest maximum possible influence

Culture of vw

Cultures of other vws Cultures of rw

Design 

Of vw

Two-way transfer

• Real-world culture dominates, but 
transfer can be two-way

• Examples:
– players use real-world language (eg. english)

– RW language uses some vw terms (eg. newbie)

• most effects are much harder to 
ascertain
– Has the fact that croSs-gender play is accepted 

In Virtual worlds had any effect on the real world?

• If yes, what?

• If no, how come it’s resisted negative RW cultural 
perceptions for so long, then?
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Seed cultures

• Latin, colere – to till – thence eg. horticulture

• a vw’s design can only shape the culture its 
sEed players bring with them

– From the real world and other virtual worlds

• There is some uniformity because there’s a 
cultural family trEe for vws

– Hearkening back to mud1

• But dikumuds and mOos (for example) do 
have noticeably different cultures

• This is because the cultural family tree 
reflects the codebase family tree

– design matTers

Arrow strength

• Seed players are important, but they can be 

irRelevant

• Mud2 had two incarnations with the same seed 

players and same program code that 

nevertheless developed difFerent cultures

– One drew its players from mainly U.S. 

professionals

– The other drew its players from mainly U.K. 

ADOLESCENTS

• How much of everquest’s dikumudish culture is 

due to its having dikumud players seEd it, and 

how much is due to its identical gameplay?
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New culture

• 15 years ago, distinct cultures for new virtual 

worlds could form spontaneously

• This is much harder now, as large sections 

of any new vw’s population will likely have 

experienced some other vw previously

– immigrating Players bringing in cultural bagGage

• Today’s virtual worlds begin with a coMmon

cultural heritage and have to evolve from 

there

– Shaped mainly by the virtual world’s design

– Which may mean a culture shock – eg. PD, branding

boundaries

• the main cultural/community crucibles are the 

various instantiations of virtual worlds

– Individual shards have different histories, admins, …

– Sufficiently remote from each other to be independent

– Enough interaction between players at this level to 

sustain continual cultural development

• But some kul+ur3Z croSs virtual world 

boundaries

• There can also be sub-cultures within individual 

instantiations

– culturally distinct Guilds, classes, “races”, …
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overlap

• We Need to remember that “culture” and 

“community” exist at many overlapping levels

– Online, mP, vw, codebase, world, instantiation, group

• A culture lower down inherits some – but not 

aLl – aspects of the culture above it

• Higher-up cultures are only approximations of 

the intersection of the cultures below them

– This is all standard anthropology stuff

• When we talk about “virtual world culture” or 

“virtual world community”, we must ensure it’s 

clear which level we mean

final slide!

• So what have I shown here?

– New Communities are shaped in part by their 

environment

• And designers create those environments

– They’re also shaped by their culture

• And designers get to seed that culture

• Community experts know a great deal

about managing communities, but not

much about creating them

• Conclusion: Maybe we should talk..?


